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Abstract
In the Comment [15] the author states that the proposed all-or-nothing
Oblivious Transfer (OT) protocol [30] is insecure against a dishonest Alice
and, as a corollary, derives an attack to Crépeau’s construction of 1-outof-2 OT [4]. The security criterion used in [15] is indeed stronger than the
one used in the original paper [30]. However, we argue that the criterion
used in [30] is in the spirit of the original idea of the OT protocol proposed
by Rabin [27]. Moreover, a protocol that satisfies the criterion in [30] can
be used to construct useful multi-party protocols. Finally, the protocol
in [30] can be used, together with a secure bit commitment scheme, to
construct a 1-out-of-2 OT secure against malicious Alice [3], achieving
the security requirement considered in the Comment.

In the Comment [15], the author suggests that our protocol presented in [30]
fails on two points: (i) it does not meet the security requirement of all-or-nothing
OT protocol; (ii) it is unsuitable for serving as a building block for 1-out-of-2
oblivious transfer in the reduction scheme proposed by Crépeau [4]. In fact,
our protocol is secure against the criterion defined in our paper, and while the
security criterion proposed by the author is indeed a sensible one, we argue
below that our definition is also both in the spirit of the original idea of Rabin
OT [27] and a suitable one for applications (see for example [33, 13]). Regarding
(ii), although one cannot achieve 1-out-of-2 OT secure against malicious Alice
using Crépeau’s reduction [4] (as suggested in the Comment), it is possible to
do so following the ideas presented in [3].
(i) In the proposed attack, a cheating Alice sends a wrong “key” (wrong
permutation π), and as a consequence Bob obviously does not get any message.
This is however the same as not sending the message at all, i.e., sending a random
message, say a completely mixed state. In the original idea of Rabin [27], and
also expressed in [5, 6], the goal of Alice in OT protocols is to reveal secrets to
Bob (the title of Rabin’s paper is in fact “How to exchange secrets by oblivious
transfer”). Moreover, “Rabin OT in fact corresponds to a binary erasure channel
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with erasure probability 1/2” [7]: a channel in which Alice does send a message
to Bob, which then might be either lost or delivered, without Alice being aware
of what happened.
In the proposed attack, Alice is not giving Bob a chance to open the secret
intended to be shared. If Alice does not want to share a secret, then there is
not much one can do to prevent it and in that case she obviously knows that
Bob did not receive it. But this cheating strategy does not fall within the scope
of the OT protocol discussed in our paper, where it is assumed that a successful
cheating strategy is one in which only one security criterion is violated, while the
others are satisfied (a cheating Alice does want to know if Bob got the message,
but still wants to give him the 50% chance of opening the message).
(ii) The proposed attack [15] to Crépeau’s reduction scheme is indeed correct,
but a dishonest Alice can perform a similar attack using any all-or-nothing OT
that is secure according to the stronger criterion considered in the Comment [15].
Namely, she can simply (in Step (7) of the protocol below) flip a fair coin and,
depending on its outcome, either proceed with executing Crépeau’s reduction
honestly, or send the same value in both messages (bits):
Protocol 1 (Cheating 1-out-of-2 OT)
(1) Alice and Bob agree on a security parameter s.
(2) Alice chooses at random Ks bits r1 , r2 , ..., rKs for some constant K.
(3) Alice runs the secure all-or-nothing OT Ks times;
(4) Bob selects
  U = {i1 , i2 , · · · , iαs } and V = {iαs +1 , iαs +2 , · · · , i2αs }, where
with U ∩ V = ∅ and such that he knows ri` for each i` ∈ U .
αs = Ks
3
(5) Bob sends (X, Y ) = (U, V ) or (X, Y ) = (V, U ) to Alice according to a
random bit k.
M
M
(6) Alice computes m0 =
rx and m1 =
ry .
x∈X

y∈Y

(7) Alice flips a fair coin and if the outcome is heads she chooses an index
ic ∈
/ X ∪ Y and continues with Crépeau’s protocol, that is, sends to Bob
bj ⊕ m0 and bj ⊕ m1 for a random bit j; Otherwise, she chooses ic ∈ X ∪ Y
and deviates from the protocol by sending to Bob bj ⊕ m0 and bj ⊕ m1 ,
using the same bit bj for a random bit j;
M
(8) Bob computes
ru ∈ {m0 , m1 } and uses it to get his secret bit bk .
u∈U

The above protocol has the same behavior, with respect to Alice’s knowledge
of the bit received by Bob, as the one proposed in the Comment [15]: in 50% of
the cases, Alice knows “which of the secret bit b0 or b1 is finally known by Bob”.
A cheating Alice can always choose not to send the intended messages (Step
(7)) and there is nothing that Bob can do to prevent that behavior. Moreover,
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in our Protocol 1 Alice can choose which bit value Bob will get, while in the
“Protocol for 1-out-of-2 OT” from the Comment [15] Alice can only learn which
of the two bit values Bob got. We see that both our all-or-nothing OT [30]
and the 1-out-of-2 OT presented in the Comment (and in [4]) fail to satisfy the
security criterion against malicious Alice for essentially the same reason: the
impossibility to enforce Alice to send valid message(s).
On the other hand, one can still consider the so-called semi-honest scenario,
in which Alice follows the protocol, but is allowed to perform additional computations using the data gathered while running the protocol (for details, see for
example [12], Chapter 7, or [20], Chapter 13). In the context of a semi-honest
Alice, the 1-out-of-2 OT based on our all-or-nothing OT (through the mentioned
Crépeau’s reduction [4]) can be used to achieve secure multi-party computation,
either based on Yao’s garbled circuits [33] (cited in the original paper as one
of the main motivations for considering OT as a cryptographic primitive), or
through the construction proposed in [13]. Assuming a semi-honest Alice in the
mentioned constructions is indeed a reasonable one. For example, considering a
semi-honest model is enough for hospitals that wish to share information. Also,
the construction achieving multi-party computation proposed in [13] assumes
that the majority of the agents are not malicious, which is indeed often the case
(the majority of the population are honest people).
An all-or-nothing OT, secure against the criterion adopted in the Comment [15], can nevertheless be used to, following the same reduction [4], construct a stronger version of the 1-out-of-2 OT which is secure against malicious
Alice. By stronger we mean that, instead of a random choice of received bitvalue bi , with i ∈ {0, 1}, it is Bob who decides which of the two bits to receive–he
chooses i ∈ {0, 1}– while Alice is oblivious of this choice, and not just the value
bi of the received bit (a notion of 1-out-of-2 OT that is predominantly used in
recent literature [9, 2, 8, 31, 11]). For details see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Alice sends two bits b0 and b1 labelled by 0 and 1, respectivelly. Bob
inputs bit i ∈ {0, 1} choosing to receive bi as the output of the 1-out-of-2 OT
protocol.

While the above construction does not work with our protocol, one can
construct a 1-out-of-2 OT secure against malicious Alice using a semi-honest 1out-of-2 OT (based on our all-or-nothing OT), together with a bit commitment
scheme, as shown in [3].
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In the following, we present the details of the reduction that uses our protocol
as a black box, together with a bit commitment scheme, to construct a 1-out-of-2
OT that is secure against a malicious Alice (which includes the attack proposed
in the Comment [15]). We strictly follow the idea presented in [3], which is a
development over [16] and [14].
First, notice that our all-or-nothing OT protocol is secure against semihonest Alice, and against malicious Bob. Therefore, the 1-out-of-2 OT obtained
by Crepéau’s construction [4] that uses our all-or-nothing OT protocol as a
black box is consequently secure against semi-honest Alice and malicious Bob.
From this protocol, using the OT-reversal scheme introduced in [32], one can
construct a 1-out-of-2 OT protocol that is secure against malicious Alice (the
sender) and semi-honest Bob (the receiver). Below, we schematically recall the
OT-reversal protocol:
Protocol 2 (OT - Reversal)
Alice’s input: two bits s0 and s1 .
Bob’s input: a bit r.
Black box: A 1-out-of-2 OT protocol secure against semi-honest sender and
malicious receiver.
(1) Bob chooses bit ρ and computes ρ ⊕ r. He performs the 1-out-of-2 OT to
obliviously transfer bits b0 and b1 , choosing either b0 = ρ and b1 = ρ ⊕ r,
or b0 = ρ ⊕ r and b1 = ρ.
(2) Alice opens the bit a = bs0 ⊕s1 and sends to Bob α = s0 ⊕ a.
(3) Using α Bob computes the output ρ ⊕ α.
It is easy to see that Bob gets the desired bit sr , i.e., sr = ρ ⊕ α. Assuming,
without the loss of generality, that Bob’s choice was b0 = ρ and b1 = ρ ⊕ r, we
have that:
• If s0 ⊕ s1 = 0, then s0 = s1 , and therefore Alice opens bit a = b0 = ρ. She
then sends to Bob bit α = s0 ⊕ a = s0 ⊕ ρ. As a result, Bob’s output is
ρ ⊕ α = ρ ⊕ (s0 ⊕ ρ) = s0 = s1 .
• Otherwise, s0 ⊕ s1 = 1 and thus s0 = ¬s1 . Therefore Alice opens bit
a = b1 = ρ ⊕ r and sends to Bob bit α = s0 ⊕ a = s0 ⊕ (ρ ⊕ r). As a result,
Bob’s output is ρ ⊕ α = ρ ⊕ (s0 ⊕ (ρ ⊕ r)) = s0 ⊕ r. In case r = 0, we
have that Bob’s output is s0 ⊕ r = s0 . Otherwise, if r = 1, the output is
s0 ⊕ r = ¬s0 = s1 .
We have started with a 1-out-of-2 OT secure against a semi-honest Alice
(the sender) and malicious Bob (the receiver). Using the above OT-Reversal
Protocol 2, we have turned it into 1-out-of-2 OT secure against malicious Alice
and semi-honest Bob. To finally achieve 1-out-of-2 OT secure against both malicious agents, we need to improve the security against Bob (the receiver). This
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is done by the construction introduced in [3], which in addition to semi-honest
1-out-of-2 OT uses bit commitment scheme as well (note that this construction improves the receiver’s security level regardless of the sender’s behavior,
i.e., wether Alice follows the protocol or she is behaves maliciously). Below, we
present in detail the construction from [3].
Protocol 3 (Comp)
Alice’s input: two bit-strings s0 and s1 .
Bob’s input: a random value r.
Black boxes: OT protocol secure against semi-honest receivers and a secure
bit commitment scheme.
Phase I: Random Tape Generation
B
B
1. Bob choses 2n pairs (r1B , τ1B ), . . . , (r2n
, τ2n
) of random bits riB ∈
B
`
{0, 1} and strings τi ∈ {0, 1} , and using a secure bit commitment
as a black box, commits to those strings that are sent to Alice.1
A
A
2. Alice generates 2n random strings (r1A , τ1A ), . . . , (r2n
, τ2n
) where each
A
A
`
ri ∈ {0, 1} and τi ∈ {0, 1} , and send them to Bob.

3. Bob sets bit ri = riB ⊕riA and string τi = τiB ⊕τiA for all i = 1, . . . , 2n.
Phase II: Basic Execution
1. Alice chooses 2n pairs of random pairs of bit-strings (s01 , s11 ), . . . ,
(s02n , s12n ) as inputs of the OT protocol.
2. Alice and Bob engages in 2n executions of the OT protocol. In the i-th
execution, Alice sends (s0i , s1i ) and Bob’s chooses to open the message
with index ri ∈ {0, 1}, obtaining the string sri i .
Phase III: Cut-and-choose
1. Alice chooses a random q = (q1 , . . . , qn ) ∈ {0, 1}n . The string q is
used to define a set of indices Q ⊂ {1, . . . , 2n}, with |Q| = n, such
that Q = {2j − qj |j = 1, . . . , n}.
2. For every i ∈ Q, Bob opens the commitment (riB , τiB ) to Alice.
3. Alice checks the validity of each commitment by checking the consistency of τiB with Bob’s message obtained in the execution of the OT
protocol. If it is not consistent, Alice aborts and halts the protocol.
Phase IV: Combiner
1. For every j ∈
/ Q, Bob computes αj = r ⊕ rj and sends {αj }j ∈Q
to
/
Alice.
1 It is whordwhile mentioning that Bob is commiting to a randomn τ that he will use in
each execution of the given OT protocol used as a black box. In the case of our original OT
Protocol from [30] τ is in fact the permutation that Bob sends to Alice.
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L
L
1−αj
αj
).
2. Alice computes σ0 = s0 ⊕ ( j ∈Q
/ sj ) and σ1 = s1 ⊕ (
j ∈Q
/ sj
She sends (σ0 , σ1 ) to Bob;
L
rj
3. Bob computes the outputs sr = σr ⊕ ( j ∈Q
/ sj ).
The above reduction relies on the use of secure bit commitment protocol. There
exist a number of practical quantum bit commitment schemes that, providing
certain technological limitations such as imperfect and/or bounded quantum
memories, achieve secure bit commitment [1, 31, 29, 19, 26, 22]. Note that in
the case of imperfect memories, no matter how small the (finite) noise is, the
security achieved is based on the laws of physics, which is stronger than the
computational security of the classical counterparts. Unlike the discrete states
of classical bits, the states of quantum bits are continuous, therefore it is a
viable assumption that, at least in the very long foreseeable future, no perfect
quantum memories will exist (if ever). Moreover, there exist unconditionally
secure bit commitment schemes, both classical [18] and quantum [17, 1], that
use relativistic effects.
Finally, one could, instead of bit commitment, use bit-string commitment
scheme, such as the one proposed by Kent [17]. In this case, one should take riB
to be strings instead of bits, and use the inner product (modulo 2) instead of
xor when defining bits ri in point 3 of Phase I. Note though that the equivalence
between single-bit and genuine bit-string protocols, that exists in the classical
realm, does not necessarily have to be valid in the quantum setting, which is
the reason why Kent’s result on bit-string commitment does not contradict the
bit-commitment no-go theorems [21, 25, 10, 23]. Indeed, while no bit from a
committed string in Kent’s protocol could be changed with a non-negligible
probability, this does not mean that a whole string cannot be altered with
a non-negligible probability. The analysis of the degree of security of such
implementation goes beyond the scope of this Reply.
OT protocols are security primitives, and as such, not useful per se (unless
their application is outside the field of cryptography, for example when modeling
the binary erasure channel). Only when used (as black boxes) in more complex
reduction schemes, they serve the purpose in achieving relevant real-life security
protocols. The above discussion suggests that, instead of talking of “(im)proper”
security criteria in absolute terms, one should perhaps rather talk of “suitable”
criteria with respect to certain applications and their requirements. While the
attack proposed in the Comment [15] is indeed valid for the case of a “unverified”
all-or-nothing OT 2 , our protocol can: (i) in the context of semi-honest model
be used to achieve useful secure multi-party computations, and (ii) together
with a commitment scheme, achieve 1-out-of-2 OT secure against malicious
Alice, a protocol that satisfies the stronger security criterion adopted in the
Comment [15]. Finally, we note that this analysis applies to any all-or-nothing
OT that fulfills our security criteria, in particular the one presented in [28, 24].
2 By “unverified” we mean that it is not required for Bob to be able to verify if Alice indeed
sent the message, as it is assumed that it is of her interest to do so, i.e., Alice is semi-honest
agent.
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